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Amsterdam 
intelligence
Make AI work for 
citizens

“Artificial intelligence can help Amsterdam to achieve its ambitions as a 

free, just and sustainable city. Artificial intelligence can also help to 

make the lives of all residents more pleasant.

We do not intend to waste time. I am keen to ensure that artificial 

intelligence benefits everyone in Amsterdam as soon as possible. “
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07 BEHIND THE SCENES

City of Amsterdam AI team

Maarten Sukel
AI Lead @ Gemeente Amst.
Phd Candidate @UvA

Guido Hobeijn
Manager & AI Translator 
@Gemeente Amsterdam 

Iva Gornishka
AI Specialist
@Gemeente Amsterdam 

Laurens Samson
Machine Learning Engineer
@Gemeente Amsterdam

Chris Eijgenstein
Data Engineer
@Gemeente Amsterdam

Daan Bloembergen
AI Researcher
@Gemeente Amsterdam

Lino Miltenburg
AI Specialist
@Gemeente Amsterdam

Claudia Pinhao
UX/UI Designer
@Gemeente Amsterdam 

Thomas Brockmeier
Backend Developer
@Gemeente Amsterdam 

Nirav Malsattar 
Researcher/Developer
@TU Delft and G. Amsterdam



08 PARTNERS

Our Partners



 

 
Using state-of-the-art AI research today to 
increase livability of the cities of tomorrow

Amsterdam Intelligence
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Our Projects

10 PROJECTS

Our projects reflect our ideologies and here we share our progress, 

research and ideas with you. We want to be transparent in every step. 

We want to collaborate and evolve together. This is from Amsterdam to 

Amsterdammers, but also to other municipalities and who knows - to the 

world. Let’s make ‘AI for good’ together!

Object Detection Kit 1,5 Meter Monitor Privacy blur 3D Point Cloud











One step towards 
the future
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Our projects reflect our ideologies and here we share our progress, 

research and ideas with you. We want to be transparent in every step. 

We want to collaborate and evolve together. This is from Amsterdam to 

Amsterdammers, but also to other municipalities and who knows - to the 

world. Let’s make ‘AI for good’ together!

Iva Gornishka

1,5 Meter Monitor

Laurens Samson

Privacy blur

Daan Bloembergen

3D Point Cloud

Guido Hobeijn

AI for citizensObject Detection Kit

Maarten Sukel



The first creature 
with eyes
Lived approximately 

514 

million years ago
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Computer 
vision has 
advanced 
rapidly over the 
last years

And will eventually make it possible for the 
city to see and think on a whole new scale
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Cities are changing:

Cities aim to reduce inequalities in cities

Cities are becoming more sustainable

The population is growing

Cities of tomorrow
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Urban garbage
challenge

Garbage on the street is a nuisance

Due to the dynamic nature we need up to date data

Service requests are helpful but have some 

challenges

Imbalance on cleanliness across the city
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Automatically route 
service requests
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Open source

Route service requests with machine learning

More info? https://signalen.org/en/
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Detect Notify Pickup Clean city
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Object 
Detection Kit

Scan the street using smartphones
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Works in real time

Collect resources separately so they can be recycled

Alignment with city processes



We work on a high quality dataset 
that tackles these problems that 
we will  make public

Annotate data once

We have a dataset that is diverse 

enough and will have it annotated once.

Annotation guidelines

The guidelines we use are made 

together with the experts that know how 

a city is cleaned.

Allow for research on the dataset

By making the dataset public, after 

removing privacy sensitive information, 

we allow for more research on this 

interesting and challenging data.
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For more information check:

Get to know ODK 
better

ODK website

www.odk.ai

ICMR 2020

Urban Object Detection Kit: A System 

for Collection and Analysis of 

Street-Level Imagery
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http://www.odk.ai
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Algoritme 
register

AI can help us solving many different 

challenges, but have to be transparent 

about the it is used. 

As a first step to be accountable we 

created the algorithme register

For more information check:

Website

https://algoritmeregister.amsterdam.nl
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Let’s share our 
ideas!

For more info contact:

m.sukel@amsterdam.nl

https://www.linkedin.com/in/maarten-sukel-78427b58/

mailto:m.sukel@amsterdam.nl
https://www.linkedin.com/in/maarten-sukel-78427b58/
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